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In 2020, amidst the global pandemic, the Surface Finishing research and
development team identified a need for an antimicrobial surface protection that
would be truly long lasting and effective in preventing the growth of bacteria,
fungus, and mould.

Surface Finishing recognised Biomaster as an
industry leading additive supplier. Its silver
ion technology is unsurpassable and the
support and products it offers is a perfect fit
with Surface Finishing.
So, the Surface Finishing team partnered with
Biomaster to create a new, anti-microbial clear
topcoat – Surface13.
WHAT IS SURFACE13?
Surface Finishing and additive specialist Biomaster
joined forces to create a new coating which is effective
against SARS-CoV-2.
When tested to ISO 21702:2019 we have seen a
reduction in SARS-CoV-2 on the surface of coatings by
94.25% after 24 hours when compared to a control.
It is a hygiene coating solution that works 24/7.
Surface13 has been independently tested to ISO 22196
and the inbuilt surface protection is effective for the

regular cleaning process, the antimicrobial properties
enhance the hygiene level on surfaces.

HOW DO YOU APPLY SURFACE13?
Using Surface13 in your coating makes your product
more hygienic. At Surface Finishing, we’ve partnered
with coating specialist Zebra-Coat which is a uPVC
paint manufacturer, meaning we can offer Surface13
as a colour coating too.
Zebra-Coat is fast drying and hard-wearing and was
specially formulated for industry. To give it even more
of an edge, Zebra-Coat has the Surface13 coating
incorporated to give the uPVC paint an antimicrobial
finish. It is a multi-surface coating, meaning it adheres
to numerous substrates on request.
Surface13 is a clear coating which has Biomaster
incorporated and can be sold as a clear topcoat, to be
combined with other coatings for a coloured option,
or to be applied directly to a surface.

lifetime of the coating.
AEROSOL APPLICATION
HOW DOES SURFACE13 WORK?
Surface13 also inhibits the growth of bacteria, reduces
opportunities for bacterial and fungal growth and
reduces the microbial load.
The additive in Surface13, Biomaster, binds to bacteria

Surface Finishing has also worked hard to develop
Surface13 so it can be used in spray application using
traditional air / non air fed systems, portable handheld
airless sprayers and aerosol. It can also be applied using
hand application such as a paint roller and brush,
depending on requirements.

cell walls, disrupting growth. It interferes with enzyme
production which stops the cell producing energy and

WHO CAN USE SURFACE13?

interrupts the cell’s DNA preventing replication.

Anyone can purchase the Surface13 coating. We work
closely with industrial, commercial, and domestic

Surface13 inhibits that ability of bacteria, mould and

clients to give support and products which offer a

fungus to reproducing, resulting in it dying. Tied into a

hygiene solution.
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